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Operational Professionalism Audits 
Operational professionalism audits were 

introduced in November 2008 following 

a successful pilot in January 2008 

Themed audits follow a rolling quarterly 
programme based on a two and a half year 

cycle In that time frame, every watch at 

every station will be audited on at least one 

occasion To date, four audits have been 

and approximately 1,300 personnel 

Each audit involves three elements 

and takes place whilst appliances are on 

strategic resource The elements include 

a multiple choice questionnaire, a practical 

assessment and the analysis of Bodyguard 

data. The theme of each audit is based 

upon the topics discussed and training 
interventions prescribed in earlier issues 

of Operadonal News. It is therefore vital 

that these topics are fully covered in the 

watch training programme 
The questionnaire utilises new 

technology from ’Quizdom’ and allows 
individual responses to be entered via a 

digital handset directly onto a central 
database The questions are constructed 

from existing policy and procedures and 

maintain a theme in line with the common 

aim of the audit Generally, a satisfactory 
level of performance in this area has 

been shown continually throughout 

the audits but there will always be room 

for improvement in the underpinning 

knowledge of station based personnel 

Where staff perform poorly in either 

the written or practical assessment, they 

and their line manager are immediately 

informed and acdon is taken to address 

identified development needs In a 

number of cases staff have been placed 

on light duties until this development 

has been achieved 

A consistently high standard 

of achievement has been displayed 
in the practical element of all audits 

with more than 90 per cent of personnel 

demonstrating an excellent level of skill. 

Bodyguard download and its subsequent 

analysis has shown a marked improvement 

in the testing regime of breathing apparatus 

(BA) sets. So far, there has been a 

s~gnificant increase, 31 per cent, in the 

number of BA sets being tested correctly 
and a notable 60 per cent reduction in 

BA sets not being tested but signed for as 

tested in the BA log book. Staff who are 

identified as having not tested their BA set 

in accordance with policy on one occasion 
have been issued with a pre procedural 

letten Staff who have signed BA log books 

but not properly completed the relevant 

BA test on more than one occasion have 

been managed through the Brigade’s 

disciplinary procedures 

The audit results clearly demonstrate 

an improvement in the knowledge and 
practical skills of station based personnel. 

Analysis of individual responses to the 
questionnaire has identified a number 

of areas where fuEher training is required 

throughout the Brigade Watch officers 

are also able to use the information 

to tailor their training programmes and 

help identify individual development 
needs. In addition, the audit process 

has identified a number of anomalies in 

Brigade policy When identified, these 

have been brought to the attention of 

the relevant depaEments and resolved 

as quickly as possible 
As the audit programme continues it is 

becoming clear that the Brigade is benefiting 
from this structured approach to the 

auditing of our operational professionalism. 

The audit teams have been consistently 

well received on stations and staff have 

paticipated enthusiastically with the process. 
The oppoEunit7 to provide feedback 

on howthe process can be improved has 

been offered at the end of each audit and 

staff are encouraged to make any further 
observations by usingthe IMP mailbox 

at anytime 
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Hazardous Material 
Incidents 
The Brigade is frequently called to deal with incidents where 

it is either known or suspected that hazardous substances are 

involved The procedures in place to deal with the wide range of 

calls received are complex by nature and OPLen require significant 

resources to be mobilised to the incident Careful consideration 

has been given to the combination of resources required, but 

because appliances and equipment are strategically located 

throughout the Brigade, it is imporLant to mobilise these 

resources without delay 

It is Of Len difficult for the initial incident commander (IC) 

to accurately determine whether a hazardous substance is 

involved Information must be sought from all available sources 

in order to determine the nature of the incident This will include 

a prioriL~ request for CRR information, chemical information 

protocols such as Hazchem, UN numbers, ADR and liaison with 

the owner/occupier or the relevant transport authority if the 

incident involves road, rail or air transporLation 

It is recognised that there may be a reluctance to send a 

message confirming the involvement of hazardous substances 

until physical confirmation has been achieved by Brigade 

personnel However, where the outcome of a dynamic risk 

assessment (DRA) following information gathering indicates 

the need for either additional PPE such as BA or use of 

the environmental grab pack for example, then the incident 

should be treated as a hazardous substances incident 

In these circumstances, a priority message should be sent 

to Brigade Control stating that ’hazardous substances are 

confirmed involved’ and the location of the incident RVE 

This message will ensure that Brigade Control mobilises 

the predetermined resources required to establish 

a safe system of work 

The resources deployed at a confirmed hazardous 

substance incident are considerable and can be compared 

with the attendance at a si~pump fire. In these circumstances 

a SM will take over as I C and a GM monitoring officer will be 

mobilised to the incident Should the incident escalate then 

the role of the IC must be fuEher increased commensurate 

with the size and complexit~ of the incident 

The attendance will include a hazardous material and 

environmental protection officer/HMEPO). In addition, the 

Rapid Response Team (RRT) may also attend with detection, 

identification and monitoring equipment (DIM). These resources 

will offer advice to the IC on how to resolve the incident 

The RRT should be regarded as a specialist team and must not 

be used for tasks that can be unde~aken by appliance crews 

or FRU personnel. 

If, after investigation, it is determined that h~ardous 

substances are not involved then a message must be sent 

to reflect this situation and specialist resources must be 

rele~ed without delay 

Firefighting Shafts 
in Buildings 
Fireflghting shafus are provided in tall buildings or buildings with 

large or deep basements Lalge multi-storey shops and public 

assembly buildings may also be fitted with these installations 

Firefighting shafts provide flreflghters with a protected route 

from their point of entry to the floor where the fire h as occurred 

Fireflghting shafLS are fitted with a dry or wet fire main with 

outlets on every floor A firefighting lift will also be incorporated 

and a ventilated lobby or corridor is provided to keep the staircase 

relatively clear of smoke This is normally achieved by direCLly venting 

the smoke flom the lobby or by pressurisingthe staircase Ventilation 

SySLemS may be automatic or manually operated and may include 

features such as window vents, smoke shafts and powered fans 

A simple method of ventilation is to provide the lobby and stair 

with windows that open More complex systems will usually be 

backed up by guidance in an ons~Le premises information box 

The ventilation conditions of the fllefighting shalL should be set 

before crews are committed With the exception of pressurised 

staircases, keepingthe door open beL~veen the flreflghting shaft 

and outside at access level will help to keep the stair s moke free 

Ventilation conditions must not be altered once crews have 

been committed from the flreflghting shalL 

In buildings where fir eflghting shafts are provided, high rise 

procedure must be adopted and full use must be made of the 

fixed flrefighting installations Once water supplies have been 

secured the firenghting lift, where provided, must be located and 

a firefighter detailed to take control of it The lifL should be used 

to t ranspor’L crews and equipment to the bridgehead which 

must be at least two floors below a suspected fire floo, The lift 

should then remain at the established bridgehead so that rescued 

persons can be quickly brought to ground floor level 

A search and rescue/fllefighting crew should only be committed 

when a charged branch is available to exit the firefighting shaft 

Where possible this should be supplied from the rising main 

outlet below the fire floo~ An add~ional BA team with a covering 

jet must be made available to protect personnel involved in rescue 

/firefighting operations as soon as possible Where backd raft 

or fi~hover conditions are suspected the covering jet m ust be 

available before initial crew attempt entry This may be supplied 

from the fire floor rising main outlet or th e next available outlet 

below the fire floor ~ appropriate subject to DRA 

It is important that crews become familiar with firefighting shafts 

in buildings on their station ground. The annual High Rise 7 (2) (d) 

inspection programme instigated by Assistant Commissioner Brown 

in April 2C~9 provides an excellent opportunit~ for familiarisation 

with firefighting shafts and fixed installations The IC of an incident 

can also request the attendance of a fire safety officer to advise 

on fire safety facilities in a building. 

The maintenance of firefighting shafts is required under 

the Fire Regulations and any deficiencies must be reported to 

Regulatory Fire Safet~ 
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Calls to Automatic Fire Alarms 

The Incident Monitoring Process Database 
The incident monitoring process database (IMPD) was 

successfully introduced into the Brigade in April 2005 As the 

central point for the collection and storage of comment on 

operational performance, the IMPD has al~racted over 32,000 

entries from a range of operational staff. All staff are encouraged 

to use the database usingthe principle of ’exception reporLing’, 

ie where the performance of an individual or team has either 

fallen below or exceeded the procedural standard. 

There is also a facility to make comment 
on organisational issues relating to the 
operational environment, equipment, 

procedures and liaison with paEner 

Brigade and a copy is sent to the report 

authon When recording a comment on 
the IMPD, there should be no surprises! 

It is considered ’best practice’ to discuss 
the observation with the recipient 

prior to recording the comment on 

the database. 

On 1 July 2009, the IMPD was 

upgraded in order to take advantage 

of incident management system (IMS) 
sol.rare. The enhanced system includes 

the self population of primary information 
direct from end of incident repoEs from 

MOBIS and drag and drop facilities 

These features will undoubtedly make 

the system more user friendly and 

save time when completing reports. 

The system also benefits from a link 
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Training SupporL Pack (Dynamic Risk A~sessmen L) available 

:hrough TrainingSupport Icon 21 Presentations 

"olicy 449 Centralrisk legister 

=urther information can be obtained from: Fire Service Manual 
volume 3: Fir# SoleLy Fire ProLecLion o/Buildings available aL: 

qLLp://hoLwire/managemenL/library/online resources asp#/~re 
Click on OHSIS icon Lhen search 

"~licy 421 Periormance reviews o/Lhe command runcLion (PRC) 

"~licy 417 Periormance review oF operaLions (PRO) 

~alicy 414 IncidenL moniLorin& process 

~alicy 424 MoniLorin& o/icer 

ris/media/IMP User Guide 
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